Heterozygous indels as useful tools in the reconstruction of DNA sequences and in the assessment of ploidy level and genomic constitution of hybrid organisms.
In this paper we describe a simple approach using double peaks in chromatograms generated as artefacts in the vicinity of heterozygous indels, to identify the specific sequences present in individual strands of a given DNA fragment. This method is useful to assign bases in individuals that are heterozygous at multiple sites. In addition, the relative sizes of the double peaks help to determine the ploidy level and the relative contribution of the parental genomes in hybrids. Our interpretation was confirmed with the analysis of artificial mixtures of DNA of two different species. Results were robust with varying PCR and sequencing conditions. The applicability of this method was demonstrated in hybrids of the Squalius alburnoides complex and in heterozygotes of Chondrostoma oligolepis. Far from being limited to these fish models and the gene where it was tested (beta-actin), this sequence reconstruction methodology is expected to have a broader application.